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Statement of Purpose and Basis

This document presents the remedy for the Midtown Shopping Center site, a Class 2 inactive hazardous waste disposal site. The remedial program was chosen in accordance with the New York State Environmental Conservation Law and Title 6 of the Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of New York (6 NYCRR) Part 375, and is not inconsistent with the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan of March 8, 1990 (40CFR300), as amended.

This decision is based on the Administrative Record of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (the Department) for the Midtown Shopping Center site and the public's input to the proposed remedy presented by the Department. A listing of the documents included as a part of the Administrative Record is included in Appendix B of the ROD.

Description of Selected Remedy

The elements of the selected remedy are as follows:

1. Remedial Design
A remedial design program will be implemented to provide the details necessary for the construction, operation, optimization, maintenance, and monitoring of the remedial program. Green remediation principles and techniques will be implemented to the extent feasible in the design, implementation, and site management of the remedy as per DER-31. The major green remediation components are as follows;
  • Considering the environmental impacts of treatment technologies and remedy stewardship over the long term;
  • Reducing direct and indirect greenhouse gases and other emissions;
  • Increasing energy efficiency and minimizing use of non-renewable energy;
  • Conserving and efficiently managing resources and materials;
  • Reducing waste, increasing recycling and increasing reuse of materials which would otherwise be considered a waste;
  • Maximizing habitat value and creating habitat when possible;
  • Fostering green and healthy communities and working landscapes which balance ecological, economic and social goals; and
  • Integrating the remedy with the end use where possible and encouraging green and sustainable re-development.
2. In-Situ Chemical Oxidation: In-situ chemical oxidation (ISCO) will be implemented to treat tetrachloroethylene (PCE), cis-1,2-dichloroethene and trichloroethene (TCE) in groundwater. A chemical oxidant will be injected into the subsurface to destroy the contaminants in an approximately 2,500 square foot area located adjacent to and immediately south of the former dry cleaners, via injection wells screened from approximately 10 to 12 feet below ground surface. The exact rate and depth of injection will be determined during the remedial design.

Prior to the full implementation of this technology, a bench scale "laboratory" pilot study will be conducted to more clearly define design parameters. Between the pilot and the full scale implementation, it is estimated that 11 shallow injection points will be installed. It is estimated that the sodium permanganate will be injected during approximately two (2) separate events over several months.

3. Vapor Mitigation: Should future soil vapor, sub-slab vapor or indoor air monitoring indicate the need for additional sub-slab depressurization systems, or a similar engineered system, to mitigate the migration of vapors from groundwater into nearby structures, these systems will be installed in consultation with the NYSDOH.

4. Underground Storage Tank Removal: The abandoned tank identified in the area of highest groundwater contamination at the site will be removed, along with any associated contaminated soil. Any fill material brought to the site will meet the requirements for the identified site use as set forth in 6NYCRR part 375-6.7(d).

5. Cover System: A site cover currently exists and will be maintained to allow for restricted residential use of the site. Any site redevelopment will maintain the existing site cover, which consists either of the structures such as buildings, pavement, sidewalks or soil where the upper two feet of exposed surface soil meets the applicable soil cleanup objectives (SCOs) for restricted residential use. Any fill material brought to the site will meet the requirements for the identified site use as set forth in 6NYCRR part 375-6.7(d).

6. Institutional Control: Imposition of an institutional control in the form of an environmental easement for the controlled property which will:
   • require the remedial party or site owner to complete and submit to the Department a periodic certification of institutional and engineering controls in accordance with Part 375-1.8 (h)(3);
   • allow the use and development of the controlled property for residential use as defined by Part 375-1.8(g), although land use is subject to local zoning laws;
   • restrict the use of groundwater as a source of potable or process water, without necessary water quality treatment as determined by the NYSDOH; and
   • require compliance with the Department approved Site Management Plan.

7. Site Management Plan: A Site Management Plan is required, which includes the following:
   a. An Institutional and Engineering Control Plan that identifies all use restrictions and engineering controls for the site and details the steps and media-specific requirements necessary
to ensure the following institutional and/or engineering controls remain in place and effective:

**Institutional Controls:** The Environmental Easement discussed in Paragraph 6 above.

**Engineering Controls:** The sub-slab depressurization system discussed in Paragraph 3 above and site cover as discussed in paragraph 5.

This plan includes, but may not be limited to:

- a provision for further investigation and remediation should large scale redevelopment occur, if any of the existing structures are demolished, or if the subsurface is otherwise made accessible. The nature and extent of contamination in areas where access was previously limited or unavailable will be immediately and thoroughly investigated pursuant to a plan approved by the Department. Based on the investigation results and the Department determination of the need for a remedy, a Remedial Action Work Plan (RAWP) will be developed. This includes the defined site at the time of this review and any other areas of the former Midtown Shopping Center Plaza building and property where migration of COCs may be identified;
- a provision for additional chemical oxygen injections and/or bioremediation of the groundwater should monitoring data reveal that additional treatment is warranted;
- descriptions of the provisions of the environmental easement including any land use and groundwater use restrictions;
- continued operation, maintenance and monitoring of the SSDS systems installed during the Soil Vapor Intrusion IRM, and; the evaluation of the potential for soil vapor intrusion of any reoccupied existing or future buildings developed on the site, including provision for implementing actions recommended to address exposures related to soil vapor intrusion;
- provisions for the management and inspection of the identified engineering controls;
- maintaining site access controls and Department notification; and the steps necessary for the periodic reviews and certification of the institutional and/or engineering controls.

b. a Monitoring Plan to assess the performance and effectiveness of the remedy. The plan includes, but may not be limited to:

- monitoring of soil vapor and groundwater to assess the performance and effectiveness of the remedy;
- provisions for the management and inspection of the identified engineering controls;
- a schedule of monitoring and frequency of submittals to the Department;
- monitoring for vapor intrusion for any occupied existing or future buildings developed on the site, as may be required by the Institutional and Engineering Control Plan discussed above.

**New York State Department of Health Acceptance**

The New York State Department of Health (NYSDOH) concurs that the remedy for this site is protective of human health.
Declaration

The selected remedy is protective of human health and the environment, complies with State and Federal requirements that are legally applicable or relevant and appropriate to the remedial action to the extent practicable, and is cost effective. This remedy utilizes permanent solutions and alternative treatment or resource recovery technologies, to the maximum extent practicable, and satisfies the preference for remedies that reduce toxicity, mobility, or volume as a principal element.

March 30, 2016  

Date  

Robert W. Schick, P.E., Director  
Division of Environmental Remediation
RECORD OF DECISION

Midtown Shopping Center
South Glens Falls, Saratoga County
Site No. 546054
March 2016

SECTION 1: SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (the Department), in consultation with the New York State Department of Health (NYSDOH), has selected a remedy for the above referenced site. The disposal of hazardous wastes at the site has resulted in threats to public health and the environment that would be addressed by the remedy. The disposal or release of hazardous wastes at this site, as more fully described in this document, has contaminated various environmental media. The remedy is intended to attain the remedial action objectives identified for this site for the protection of public health and the environment. This Record of Decision (ROD) identifies the selected remedy, summarizes the other alternatives considered, and discusses the reasons for selecting the remedy.

The New York State Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal Site Remedial Program (also known as the State Superfund Program) is an enforcement program, the mission of which is to identify and characterize suspected inactive hazardous waste disposal sites and to investigate and remediate those sites found to pose a significant threat to public health and environment.

The Department has issued this document in accordance with the requirements of New York State Environmental Conservation Law and 6 NYCRR Part 375. This document is a summary of the information that can be found in the site-related reports and documents.

SECTION 2: CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

The Department seeks input from the community on all remedies. A public comment period was held, during which the public was encouraged to submit comment on the proposed remedy. All comments on the remedy received during the comment period were considered by the Department in selecting a remedy for the site. Site-related reports and documents were made available for review by the public at the following document repositories:

NYSDEC
Attn: MICHAEL DIPIETRO
232 GOLF COURSE ROAD
WARRENSBURG, NY 12885-0220
Phone: (518) 623-1236

CRANDALL LIBRARY
A public meeting was also conducted. At the meeting, the findings of the remedial investigation (RI) and the feasibility study (FS) were presented along with a summary of the proposed remedy. After the presentation, a question-and-answer period was held, during which verbal or written comments were accepted on the proposed remedy.

Comments on the remedy received during the comment period are summarized and addressed in the responsiveness summary section of the ROD.

**Receive Site Citizen Participation Information By Email**

Please note that the Department's Division of Environmental Remediation (DER) is "going paperless" relative to citizen participation information. The ultimate goal is to distribute citizen participation information about contaminated sites electronically by way of county email listservs. Information will be distributed for all sites that are being investigated and cleaned up in a particular county under the State Superfund Program, Environmental Restoration Program, Brownfield Cleanup Program, Voluntary Cleanup Program, and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Program. We encourage the public to sign up for one or more county listservs at [http://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/61092.html](http://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/61092.html)

**SECTION 3: SITE DESCRIPTION AND HISTORY**

Location: The Midtown Plaza site is located in a suburban area of Saratoga County, NY. The site address is 112-114 Main Street, South Glens Falls at the intersection of Saratoga Avenue and Main Street.

Site Features: The main site feature is a shopping plaza (strip mall) that consists of a building with retail sales, including a former dry cleaner and associated paved parking and access roadways. The site is the former dry cleaners, the two adjacent retail spaces and the paved alleyway to the south.

Current Zoning/Use: The site itself is commercial/retail use. To the south and west of the site are residential properties with commercial operations to the immediate south, east, and north.

Past Use of the Site: The second commercial retail unit from the east end of the plaza was the location of the Aroxy Cleaners from the 1990s through the end of 2008. It appears that operations at this establishment resulted in soil and groundwater contamination with tetrachloroethylene.

Third party investigations were conducted at the site on the behalf of plaza owner(s)/manager(s) in 1998 and 2008. These resulted in the discovery of site contamination. Based on this, the plaza owner had a soil vapor mitigation system installed in three of the units of the shopping center, the former dry cleaner location and the retail space on either side of it.
Site Geology/Hydrology: The groundwater flow direction in the shallow aquifer is primarily to the west across the site. The exception to this is at the eastern end of the site where a groundwater divide was identified with a lesser south-southwest component to the flow direction. Shallow groundwater was encountered between 6 and 17 feet below grade across the site. The deeper till aquifer had a flow direction to the south-southeast with groundwater encountered between 15 and 19 feet below grade.

Native material encountered during the installation of monitoring wells is a glacial lacustrine unit consisting primarily of fine to medium sands with a trace of silt which transition sharply to a finer unit consisting of silty clay with shallow groundwater in the suspected source area being encountered at the interface between the sand and clay units. Bedrock was not encountered during well installation.

A site location map is attached as Figure 1.

SECTION 4: LAND USE AND PHYSICAL SETTING

The Department may consider the current, intended, and reasonably anticipated future land use of the site and its surroundings when evaluating a remedy for soil remediation. For this site, alternatives (or an alternative) that restrict(s) the use of the site to restricted-residential use (which allows for commercial use and industrial use) as described in Part 375-1.8(g) were/was evaluated in addition to an alternative which would allow for unrestricted use of the site.

A comparison of the results of the RI to the appropriate standards, criteria and guidance values (SCGs) for the identified land use and the unrestricted use SCGs for the site contaminants is included in the Tables for the media being evaluated in Exhibit A.

SECTION 5: ENFORCEMENT STATUS

Potentially Responsible Parties (PRPs) are those who may be legally liable for contamination at a site. This may include past or present owners and operators, waste generators, and haulers.

The PRPs for the site, documented to date, include:

Joy Hendel

Aroxy Cleaners

Philip Hendel

Jack Poladian

The PRPs for the site declined to implement a remedial program when requested by the Department. After the remedy is selected, the PRPs will again be contacted to assume responsibility for the remedial program. If an agreement cannot be reached with the PRPs, the
Department will evaluate the site for further action under the State Superfund. The PRPs are subject to legal actions by the state for recovery of all response costs the state has incurred.

SECTION 6: SITE CONTAMINATION

6.1: Summary of the Remedial Investigation

A Remedial Investigation (RI) has been conducted. The purpose of the RI was to define the nature and extent of any contamination resulting from previous activities at the site. The field activities and findings of the investigation are described in the RI Report.

The following general activities are conducted during an RI:

- Research of historical information,
- Geophysical survey to determine the lateral extent of wastes,
- Test pits, soil borings, and monitoring well installations,
- Sampling of waste, surface and subsurface soils, groundwater, and soil vapor,
- Sampling of surface water and sediment,
- Ecological and Human Health Exposure Assessments.

The analytical data collected on this site includes data for:

- air
- groundwater
- soil
- soil vapor
- indoor air
- sub-slab vapor

6.1.1: Standards, Criteria, and Guidance (SCGs)

The remedy must conform to promulgated standards and criteria that are directly applicable or that are relevant and appropriate. The selection of a remedy must also take into consideration guidance, as appropriate. Standards, Criteria and Guidance are hereafter called SCGs.

To determine whether the contaminants identified in various media are present at levels of concern, the data from the RI were compared to media-specific SCGs. The Department has developed SCGs for groundwater, surface water, sediments, and soil. The NYSDOH has developed SCGs for drinking water and soil vapor intrusion. The tables found in Exhibit A list the applicable SCGs in the footnotes. For a full listing of all SCGs see: http://www.dec.ny.gov/regulations/61794.html
6.1.2: **RI Results**

The data have identified contaminants of concern. A "contaminant of concern" is a hazardous waste that is sufficiently present in frequency and concentration in the environment to require evaluation for remedial action. Not all contaminants identified on the property are contaminants of concern. The nature and extent of contamination and environmental media requiring action are summarized in Exhibit A. Additionally, the RI Report contains a full discussion of the data. The contaminant(s) of concern identified at this site is/are:

- cis-1,2-dichloroethene
- tetrachloroethene (PCE)
- trichloroethene (TCE)

As illustrated in Exhibit A, the contaminant(s) of concern exceed the applicable SCGs for:

- groundwater
- soil
- soil vapor intrusion
- indoor air

6.2: **Interim Remedial Measures**

An interim remedial measure (IRM) is conducted at a site when a source of contamination or exposure pathway can be effectively addressed before issuance of the Record of Decision.

The following IRM(s) has/have been completed at this site based on conditions observed during the RI.

**IRM Soil Vapor Intrusion Mitigation**

An IRM was completed between March and April 2014 that consisted of the installation of sub-slab depressurization systems at offsite structures where sub-slab vapor sampling indicated the potential for contaminated vapor to migrate into the structure. Sub-slab depressurization systems were installed in four residential structures and one commercial structure to the south of the site. A detailed description of the activities related to the IRM are discussed in the Remedial Investigation report.

6.3: **Summary of Environmental Assessment**

This section summarizes the assessment of existing and potential future environmental impacts presented by the site. Environmental impacts may include existing and potential future exposure pathways to fish and wildlife receptors, wetlands, groundwater resources, and surface water.

The Fish and Wildlife Resources Impact Analysis (FWRIA) for OU 01, which is included in the RI report, presents a detailed discussion of the existing and potential impacts from the site to fish and wildlife receptors.
Nature and Extent of Contamination: During the Remedial Investigation (RI) environmental samples were collected from both on and off-site and analyzed for metals, PCBs/Pesticides, semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Based on the results of the investigation the primary contaminants of concern (COCs) at the site are tetrachloroethylene (PCE) and its breakdown products, trichloroethene (TCE) and cis-1,2-dichloroethene (DCE).

Surface Soil - There is no exposed surface soil, the entire site is paved or covered by the building. Soil samples were collected from immediately beneath the asphalt pavement. There were no site related COCs detected in shallow/surface soil.

Subsurface Soil - PCE was found in subsurface soils at levels from non-detect (ND) to 210 parts per million (ppm) with 1 of 38 samples above the unrestricted use soil cleanup objective (SCO) of 1.3 ppm, which also is the protection of groundwater SCO. TCE concentrations in deep soil ranged from ND-4.2 ppm with 1 of 38 samples above the unrestricted use SCO of 0.47 ppm. This contamination was encountered at AMW-1, which is located immediately south of the former dry cleaners, at a depth of about 12 feet, just above the water table. Two subsurface samples collected beneath the floor of the dry cleaners detected benzo(a)anthracene at 1.4 ppm and chrysene at 1.2 ppm, each exceeding the unrestricted SCOs of 1.0 ppm.

Groundwater - PCE concentrations ranged from ND to 21,000 parts per billion (ppb) exceeding the SCG of 5 ppb in 25 of 41 samples. TCE ranged from ND to 6,700 ppb exceeding the SCG of 5 ppb in 10 of 41 samples. DCE ranged from ND to 14,000 ppb and exceeded the SCG of 5 ppb in 10 of 41 samples. Chloroform, iron, manganese and sodium were also detected in samples collected during the RI, however these compounds are not related to past site use or are naturally occurring and not considered contaminants of concern.

Soil Vapor - PCE concentrations detected in soil vapor samples ranged from ND to 13,000 ug/m3 (micrograms per cubic meter), TCE concentrations ranged from ND to 1,500 ug/m3 and DCE ranged from ND-860 ug/m3. The areal extent of the vapor plume (PCE) extends to offsite properties following the plume of greatest groundwater contaminant migration.

6.4: Summary of Human Exposure Pathways

This human exposure assessment identifies ways in which people may be exposed to site-related contaminants. Chemicals can enter the body through three major pathways (breathing, touching or swallowing). This is referred to as exposure.

Access to the site is unrestricted. However, contact with contaminated soil or groundwater is unlikely unless they dig below the ground surface. People are not drinking the contaminated groundwater because the area is served by a public water supply that is not affected by this contamination. Volatile organic compounds in the groundwater may move into the soil vapor (air spaces within the soil), which in turn may move into overlying buildings and affect indoor air quality. This process, which is similar to the movement of radon gas from the subsurface into the indoor air of buildings, is referred to as soil vapor intrusion. Sub-slab depressurization
systems (systems that ventilate/remove the air beneath the building) have been installed in both on-site and off-site buildings to prevent the indoor air quality from being affected by the contamination in soil vapor beneath the structures.

6.5: Summary of the Remediation Objectives

The objectives for the remedial program have been established through the remedy selection process stated in 6 NYCRR Part 375. The goal for the remedial program is to restore the site to pre-disposal conditions to the extent feasible. At a minimum, the remedy shall eliminate or mitigate all significant threats to public health and the environment presented by the contamination identified at the site through the proper application of scientific and engineering principles.

The remedial action objectives for this site are:

**Groundwater**

**RAOs for Public Health Protection**
- Prevent ingestion of groundwater with contaminant levels exceeding drinking water standards.
- Prevent contact with, or inhalation of volatiles, from contaminated groundwater.

**RAOs for Environmental Protection**
- Restore ground water aquifer to pre-disposal/pre-release conditions, to the extent practicable.

**Soil**

**RAOs for Public Health Protection**
- Prevent ingestion/direct contact with contaminated soil.
- Prevent inhalation of or exposure from contaminants volatilizing from contaminants in soil.

**Soil Vapor**

**RAOs for Public Health Protection**
- Mitigate impacts to public health resulting from existing, or the potential for, soil vapor intrusion into buildings at a site.

SECTION 7: SUMMARY OF THE SELECTED REMEDY

To be selected the remedy must be protective of human health and the environment, be cost-effective, comply with other statutory requirements, and utilize permanent solutions, alternative technologies or resource recovery technologies to the maximum extent practicable. The remedy must also attain the remedial action objectives identified for the site, which are presented in Section 6.5. Potential remedial alternatives for the Site were identified, screened and evaluated in the feasibility study (FS) report.

A summary of the remedial alternatives that were considered for this site is presented in Exhibit B. Cost information is presented in the form of present worth, which represents the amount of
money invested in the current year that would be sufficient to cover all present and future costs associated with the alternative. This enables the costs of remedial alternatives to be compared on a common basis. As a convention, a time frame of 30 years is used to evaluate present worth costs for alternatives with an indefinite duration. This does not imply that operation, maintenance, or monitoring would cease after 30 years if remediation goals are not achieved. A summary of the Remedial Alternatives Costs is included as Exhibit C.

The basis for the Department's remedy is set forth at Exhibit D.

The selected remedy is referred to as the In-situ Chemical Oxidation (ISCO) remedy.

The estimated present worth cost to implement the remedy is $455,000. The cost to construct the remedy is estimated to be $145,000 and the estimated average annual cost is $15,400.

The elements of the selected remedy are as follows:

1. Remedial Design
A remedial design program will be implemented to provide the details necessary for the construction, operation, optimization, maintenance, and monitoring of the remedial program. Green remediation principles and techniques will be implemented to the extent feasible in the design, implementation, and site management of the remedy as per DER-31. The major green remediation components are as follows;
   • Considering the environmental impacts of treatment technologies and remedy stewardship over the long term;
   • Reducing direct and indirect greenhouse gases and other emissions;
   • Increasing energy efficiency and minimizing use of non-renewable energy;
   • Conserving and efficiently managing resources and materials;
   • Reducing waste, increasing recycling and increasing reuse of materials which would otherwise be considered a waste;
   • Maximizing habitat value and creating habitat when possible;
   • Fostering green and healthy communities and working landscapes which balance ecological, economic and social goals; and
   • Integrating the remedy with the end use where possible and encouraging green and sustainable re-development.

2. In-Situ Chemical Oxidation: In-situ chemical oxidation (ISCO) will be implemented to treat tetrachloroethylene (PCE), cis-1,2-dichloroethene and trichloroethene (TCE) in groundwater. A chemical oxidant will be injected into the subsurface to destroy the contaminants in an approximately 2,500 square foot area located adjacent to and immediately south of the former dry cleaners, via injection wells screened from approximately 10 to 12 feet below ground surface. The exact rate and depth of injection will be determined during the remedial design.

Prior to the full implementation of this technology, a bench scale "laboratory" pilot study will be conducted to more clearly define design parameters. Between the pilot and the full scale implementation, it is estimated that 11 shallow injection points will be installed. It is estimated
that the sodium permanganate will be injected during approximately two (2) separate events over several months.

3. Vapor Mitigation: Should future soil vapor, sub-slab vapor or indoor air monitoring indicate the need for additional sub-slab depressurization systems, or a similar engineered system, to mitigate the migration of vapors from groundwater into nearby structures, these systems will be installed in consultation with the NYSDOH.

4. Underground Storage Tank Removal: The abandoned tank identified in the area of highest groundwater contamination at the site will be removed, along with any associated contaminated soil. Any fill material brought to the site will meet the requirements for the identified site use as set forth in 6NYCRR part 375-6.7(d).

5. Cover System: A site cover currently exists and will be maintained to allow for restricted residential use of the site. Any site redevelopment will maintain the existing site cover, which consists either of the structures such as buildings, pavement, sidewalks or soil where the upper two feet of exposed surface soil meets the applicable soil cleanup objectives (SCOs) for restricted residential use. Any fill material brought to the site will meet the requirements for the identified site use as set forth in 6NYCRR part 375-6.7(d).

6. Institutional Control: Imposition of an institutional control in the form of an environmental easement for the controlled property which will:
   • require the remedial party or site owner to complete and submit to the Department a periodic certification of institutional and engineering controls in accordance with Part 375-1.8(h)(3);
   • allow the use and development of the controlled property for residential use as defined by Part 375-1.8(g), although land use is subject to local zoning laws;
   • restrict the use of groundwater as a source of potable or process water, without necessary water quality treatment as determined by the NYSDOH; and
   • require compliance with the Department approved Site Management Plan.

7. Site Management Plan: A Site Management Plan is required, which includes the following:

   a. An Institutional and Engineering Control Plan that identifies all use restrictions and engineering controls for the site and details the steps and media-specific requirements necessary to ensure the following institutional and/or engineering controls remain in place and effective:

      Institutional Controls: The Environmental Easement discussed in Paragraph 6 above.

      Engineering Controls: The sub-slab depressurization system discussed in Paragraph 3 above and site cover as discussed in paragraph 5.

This plan includes, but may not be limited to:

   • a provision for further investigation and remediation should large scale redevelopment occur, if any of the existing structures are demolished, or if the subsurface is otherwise made
accessible. The nature and extent of contamination in areas where access was previously limited or unavailable will be immediately and thoroughly investigated pursuant to a plan approved by the Department. Based on the investigation results and the Department determination of the need for a remedy, a Remedial Action Work Plan (RAWP) will be developed. This includes the defined site at the time of this review and any other areas of the former Midtown Shopping Center Plaza building and property where migration of COCs may be identified;
• a provision for additional chemical oxygen injections and/or bioremediation of the groundwater should monitoring data reveal that additional treatment is warranted;
• descriptions of the provisions of the environmental easement including any land use and groundwater use restrictions;
• continued operation, maintenance and monitoring of the SSDS systems installed during the Soil Vapor Intrusion IRM, and; the evaluation of the potential for soil vapor intrusion of any reoccupied existing or future buildings developed on the site, including provision for implementing actions recommended to address exposures related to soil vapor intrusion;
• provisions for the management and inspection of the identified engineering controls;
• maintaining site access controls and Department notification; and the steps necessary for the periodic reviews and certification of the institutional and/or engineering controls.

b. a Monitoring Plan to assess the performance and effectiveness of the remedy. The plan includes, but may not be limited to:
• monitoring of soil vapor and groundwater to assess the performance and effectiveness of the remedy;
• provisions for the management and inspection of the identified engineering controls;
• a schedule of monitoring and frequency of submittals to the Department;
• monitoring for vapor intrusion for any occupied existing or future buildings developed on the site, as may be required by the Institutional and Engineering Control Plan discussed above.
Exhibit A

Nature and Extent of Contamination

This section describes the findings of the Remedial Investigation for all environmental media that were evaluated. As described in Section 6.1, samples were collected from various environmental media to characterize the nature and extent of contamination.

For each medium for which contamination was identified, a table summarizes the findings of the investigation. The tables present the range of contamination found at the site in the media and compares the data with the applicable SCGs for the site. The contaminants are arranged in four categories; volatile organic compounds (VOCs), semi-volatile organic compounds, inorganic metals and PCBs/Pesticides. For comparison purposes, the SCGs are provided for each medium that allows for unrestricted use. For soil, if applicable, the Restricted Use SCGs identified in Section 4 and Section 6.1.1 are also presented.

Groundwater

The VOCs detected in the shallow overburden wells at concentrations exceeding the class GA groundwater criteria are the chlorinated volatile organic compounds (CVOCs) PCE, TCE, cis-1,2-DCE, and chloroform. Since dry cleaners typically use PCE based solvents, PCE is considered a site related contaminant. TCE and cis-1,2-DCE are likely to have been an impurity in the dry cleaning solvent or result from the degradation or dechlorination of PCE in the environment. Chloroform likely originated from treatment chemicals used in the municipal water supply system. The highest contaminant concentrations are located approximately 30 feet south of the former Aroxy Cleaners facility on the site access road near well AMW-1 where total CVOC concentrations are as high as 32,500 μg/L (one to two orders of magnitude above all other wells).

Iron, manganese and sodium were detected above the class GA criterion in many of the shallow overburden wells. These analytes are naturally occurring and are not considered site related contaminants of concern and will not be evaluated further as part of the remedial decision.

The chemicals of concern in the overburden groundwater are PCE, TCE, and cis-1,2-DCE.

A contaminant distribution map was developed for the total concentration of site-related chlorinated VOCs (CVOCs) in the shallow overburden wells and is included as Figure 2. This figure represents the extent of site-related VOC contamination in the shallow water-bearing zone. The diagram is based on the maximum concentration in any sampling round. The areas with concentrations greater than 5 μg/L approximates the horizontal extent of the groundwater plume exceeding the class GA groundwater criterion for PCE. The groundwater contaminant plume expands laterally with the groundwater gradient from a probable disposal area near the sanitary sewer manhole and well AMW-1 to the west and south. Contaminant concentrations decrease to non-detect about 700 feet to the west of the site at wells AMW-9, AMW-14 and AMW-15. The extent of impact is projected to extend nearly 400 feet south of the site, although the plume limit beyond well AMW-12 is unbounded. Even if the plume extends more than 400 feet south of the site, it is unlikely the impacts would reach the Village’s water-supply resource, located about 3,500 feet southwest of the site. The extent of the plume is bounded towards the east and north.

Three wells were installed to test deep overburden groundwater. No COCs were detected in the deep groundwater aquifer. Refer to Table 1.
### Table 1 - Groundwater

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detected Constituents</th>
<th>Concentration Range Detected (ppb)$^a$</th>
<th>SCG$^b$ (ppb)</th>
<th>Frequency Exceeding SCG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VOCs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloroform</td>
<td>ND-18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6 of 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cis-1,2-dichloroethene</td>
<td>ND-14,000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10 of 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrachloroethene</td>
<td>ND-21,000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25 of 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichloroethene</td>
<td>ND-6,700</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10 of 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inorganics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (dissolved)</td>
<td>ND-6,200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4 of 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (dissolved)</td>
<td>1.4-890</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1 of 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (dissolved)</td>
<td>27,000-710,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>9 of 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ - ppb: parts per billion, which is equivalent to micrograms per liter, ug/L, in water.


Based on the findings of the RI, the past disposal of hazardous waste has resulted in the contamination of groundwater. The site contaminants that are considered to be the primary contaminants of concern which will drive the remediation of groundwater to be addressed by the remedy selection process are: PCE, TCE and cis-1,2-DCE.

### Soil

Soil samples were collected during the RI. Shallow soil samples were collected from immediately beneath the existing asphalt pavement. Subsurface soil samples were collected from depths ranging from 5-20 feet to assess the potential for soil contamination to impact groundwater. The soil samples were also collected to determine the location and extent of any identifiable source areas.

At only one sampling location, AMW-1, were site related contaminants of concern detected in the subsurface soil. The concentrations of the VOCs detected, however, only slightly exceed the restricted use SCGs and do not warrant a focused remedial action. One subsurface sample collected from beneath the boiler room of the dry cleaners at a depth of 10 feet exceeded unrestricted use SCGs for two SVOCs, benzo(a)anthracene and chrysene. Only one of the SVOCs detected, benzo(a)anthracene, slightly exceeded the protection use SCO and does not warrant a further remedial action. Acetone was detected during the remedial investigation in two subsurface samples above the unrestricted use SCO. The two samples were offsite and unrelated to site activities. Furthermore, none of the groundwater samples collected indicated the presence of acetone including the samples from the wells where the acetone was detected in soil at or near the water table. Acetone is not considered a site related contaminant of concern. Refer to Table 2a.
### Table 2a – Subsurface Soil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detected Constituents</th>
<th>Concentration Range Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Unrestricted/Protection of Groundwater SCG (ppm)</th>
<th>Frequency Exceeding Unrestricted SCG</th>
<th>Restricted Use SCG (ppm)</th>
<th>Frequency Exceeding Restricted SCG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VOCs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrachloroethene</td>
<td>ND-210</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1 of 38</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1 of 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichloroethene</td>
<td>ND-4.2</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1 of 38</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1 of 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetone</td>
<td>ND-0.6</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2 of 38</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0 of 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SVOCs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo(a)anthracene</td>
<td>ND-1.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 of 7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 of 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysene</td>
<td>ND-1.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 of 7</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0 of 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a - ppm: parts per million, which is equivalent to milligrams per kilogram, mg/kg, in soil;

b - SCG: Part 375-6.8(a), Unrestricted Soil Cleanup Objectives.
c - SCG: Part 375-6.8(b), Restricted Use Soil Cleanup Objectives for the Protection of Public Health for Restricted Residential Use, unless otherwise noted.

The PCB Aroclor 1254 was detected in a soil sample collected from immediately beneath the pavement at SB-15 located immediately adjacent to the former dry cleaners. The low level PCB detected in only one sample. The concentration of PCB Aroclor 1254 exceeded the unrestricted use SCG, but not the restricted use SCG for PCBs being proposed for the site. PCB Aroclor 1254 is not considered site related contaminant of concern. Refer to Table 2b.

### Table 2b – Surface Soil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detected Constituents</th>
<th>Concentration Range Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Unrestricted SCG (ppm)</th>
<th>Frequency Exceeding Unrestricted SCG</th>
<th>Restricted Use SCG (ppm)</th>
<th>Frequency Exceeding Restricted SCG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pesticides/PCBs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aroclor 1254</td>
<td>ND-0.13</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1 of 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 of 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a - ppm: parts per million, which is equivalent to milligrams per kilogram, mg/kg, in soil;

b - SCG: Part 375-6.8(a), Unrestricted Soil Cleanup Objectives.
c - SCG: Part 375-6.8(b), Restricted Use Soil Cleanup Objectives for the Protection of Public Health for Restricted Residential Use, unless otherwise noted.

No site-related soil contamination of concern was identified during the RI. Therefore, no remedial alternatives need to be evaluated for soil.
Soil Vapor

The evaluation of the potential for soil vapor intrusion (SVI) resulting from the presence of site related soil or groundwater contamination was evaluated by the sampling of soil vapor, sub-slab soil vapor under structures, and indoor air inside structures. At this site, due to the presence of buildings in the impacted area, a full suite of samples were collected to evaluate whether soil vapor intrusion was occurring.

Sub-slab depressurization systems (SSDS) were installed in the presently vacant Aroxy Cleaners portion of the Midtown Plaza and the immediately adjacent retail units by the Plaza owner or agent prior to DEC commencing the RI. During the RI, vapor sampling initially involved the collection of sub-slab soil vapor and indoor air samples from beneath and inside the Midtown Plaza building. Subsurface soil vapor samples were also collected from onsite and near offsite areas to identify the potential for site contamination to impact indoor air. PCE was identified in all of the subsurface soil vapor samples with TCE and cis-1,2-DCE also being identified in several of the locations as well. Based on these results, additional sub-slab soil vapor and indoor air samples were collected at thirteen offsite commercial and residential structures. The results indicate that PCE, TCE and/or cis-1-2-DEC were detected at five adjacent offsite structures at levels that require mitigation to reduce exposure. The mitigation systems were installed during the IRM described in Section 6.2. The identified extent of the soil vapor plume is presented in Figure 3. A more detailed description of the data is available in the Remedial Investigation Report.

Based on the findings of the Remedial Investigation, the disposal of hazardous waste has resulted in the contamination of soil vapor. The site contaminants that are considered to be the primary contaminants of concern which will drive the remediation of soil vapor to be addressed by the remedy selection process are, PCE, TCE, and cis-1,2-DCE.
Exhibit B

Description of Remedial Alternatives

The following alternatives were considered based on the remedial action objectives (see Section 6.5) to address the contaminated media identified at the site as described in Exhibit A.

Alternative 1: No Action

The No Action Alternative is evaluated as a procedural requirement and as a basis for comparison. This alternative leaves the site in its present condition and does not provide any additional protection to public health and the environment.

Common Elements: Alternatives 2 and 3 incorporate the following required common elements.

Common Element 1: Underground Storage Tank (UST) Removal

An abandoned fuel oil UST was identified during the RI. Its location interferes with the implementation of each of the active alternatives, therefore its removal is a component of each alternative. Removal of the tank and any surrounding contaminated soil is also expected to address the PCE and TCE contaminated soil encountered nearby in AMW-1. The cost of removal is included in the capital and present worth calculations for each alternative. The tank will be removed by excavation and any accessible impacted soils associated with the tank will be removed for offsite disposal.

Present Worth: .................................................................................................................................. $ 24,000
Capital Cost: ..................................................................................................................................... $ 24,000
Annual Costs: ................................................................................................................................... $ 0

Common Element 2: Long-term Groundwater and Soil Vapor Monitoring

A common element of all the active alternatives will be to implement long-term monitoring (LTM) of groundwater and soil vapor and continued operation, maintenance and monitoring of the vapor mitigation systems installed during the RI as an IRM. This LTM will provide for on-going monitoring of the groundwater plume, soil vapor impacts and engineering systems. This element includes provisions for the installation of up to six new monitoring wells and annual sampling of up to seven wells. LTM also provides for the annual collection of ten soil vapor samples. The number of wells, sampling points and sample frequency are provided for cost estimation purposes. All LTM locations and sampling frequency will be selected in consultation with the NYSDOH and be based on the Remedial Investigation data and the details of the final remedial design. Monitoring will be conducted until the remedial action objectives for groundwater and soil vapor are met, which for purposes of this document is assumed to be a period of 30 years.

Present Worth: ................................................................................................................................ $ 350,000
Capital Cost: ................................................................................................................................... $ 40,000
Annual Costs: .................................................................................................................................. $ 15,400
Alternative 2: In-situ Chemical Oxidation (ISCO)

This alternative would include the treatment of impacted groundwater through the use of In-situ Chemical Oxidation (ISCO). The saturated soils above the confining clay layer is only 1 to 2 feet thick. The treatment of the impacts within the groundwater will be through ISCO injections. The ISCO treatment area, as estimated in Figure 4, may be up to 50 feet by 50 feet (2,500 ft²) and would target the treatment of groundwater with the highest level of VOC contamination. Reduction of the highest levels of groundwater contamination would also minimize the potential for further contaminant migration.

Present Worth: .................................................................................................................................. $ 81,000
Capital Cost: ..................................................................................................................................... $ 81,000
Annual Costs: .................................................................................................................................. $ 0

Alternative 3: Multi-phase Extraction (MPE)

This alternative would include the extraction of impacted groundwater and soil vapor extraction for unsaturated soils. With this remedy, also referred to as total fluids extraction, impacted groundwater is removed through a drop tube lowered down a well(s) into the saturated zone, continuously removing contaminated groundwater. This alternative has the added benefit of extracting subsurface surface soil vapor, thereby treating contaminated soil, if present. The extraction of groundwater lowers the water table and allows for the previously trapped CVOCs to be volatilized and removed through vapor extraction. MPE will treat the bulk of contaminant mass in the on-site source area, with monitored natural attenuation of the down gradient groundwater plume. The estimated treatment area, as shown in Figure 10, is approximately 7,300 ft² and would target both contaminated unsaturated soil and groundwater located within the source area. Removing the majority of the up gradient plume mass would minimize the potential for contamination to migrate further down gradient.

For the purpose of this document, four MPE wells would be installed in the alley south of the building. The wells would be installed one foot into the confining clay layer and have a 5-ft screen. Within the well would be a drop tube, use to extract liquids and vapors from the well. Each well would be piped below grade to a new treatment system shed. The treatment train will include a moisture/vapor separator, high vacuum blower, vapor-phase activated carbon, liquid pump, and air stripper. Treated vapor would be discharged to the atmosphere and treated water would be discharged either to the Glens Falls wastewater treatment plant or to a storm sewer. A new power service would be required to power the treatment system.

Operation of the MPE system is expected to last one year.

Present Worth: ................................................................................................................................ $ 297,000
Capital Cost: ................................................................................................................................... $ 251,000
Annual Costs: .................................................................................................................................. $ 46,000
**Exhibit C**

### Remedial Alternative Costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remedial Alternative</th>
<th>Capital Cost ($)</th>
<th>Annual Costs ($)</th>
<th>Total Present Worth ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. No Action</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. In-situ Chemical Oxidation</td>
<td>81,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>81,000 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Multi-Phase Extraction</td>
<td>251,000</td>
<td>46,000</td>
<td>297,000 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*CE 1 Underground Tank Removal</td>
<td>24,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*CE 2 Long-term Monitoring</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>15,400</td>
<td>350,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CE 1 and CE 2 are Common Elements to each of the active alternatives. The indicated costs are not included in the costs for the four active alternatives.
Exhibit D

SUMMARY OF THE REMEDY

The Department has selected Alternative 2, In-situ Chemical Oxidation (ISCO), including the underground storage tank removal and long-term monitoring, as the remedy for this site. Alternative 2 achieves the remediation goals for the site by treating impacted groundwater through ISCO. Institutional Controls (environmental easement restricting groundwater use) will prevent contact with any remaining contamination for the duration of the remedy. Long-term groundwater and soil vapor monitoring will be used to assess the effectiveness of the remedy and determine the duration of institutional controls. The elements of this remedy are described in Section 7. The remedy is depicted in Figure 4.

Basis for Selection

The remedy is based on the results of the RI and the evaluation of alternatives. The criteria to which potential remedial alternatives are compared are defined in 6 NYCRR Part 375. A detailed discussion of the evaluation criteria and comparative analysis is included in the FS report.

The first two evaluation criteria are termed "threshold criteria" and must be satisfied in order for an alternative to be considered for selection.

1. Protection of Human Health and the Environment. This criterion is an overall evaluation of each alternative's ability to protect public health and the environment.

The remedy, Alternative 2, would satisfy this criterion by treating the most contaminated groundwater by in-situ chemical oxidation. Alternative 3 would provide protection of health and environment through the removal and treatment (respectively) of the removal of highly impacted groundwater. The sub-slab depressurization systems previously installed as an IRM will continue to mitigate identified SVI exposures in Alternatives 2&3 and are protective of public health. Alternative 1 offers no additional protection against future impacts and will not be evaluated further.

2. Compliance with New York State Standards, Criteria, and Guidance (SCGs). Compliance with SCGs addresses whether a remedy will meet environmental laws, regulations, and other standards and criteria. In addition, this criterion includes the consideration of guidance which the Department has determined to be applicable on a case-specific basis.

Alternative 2 should meet groundwater SCGs by addressing groundwater contamination through the action of in-situ chemical oxidation (ISCO). Alternative 3 would reduce groundwater contamination through removal and above ground treatment. For each active Alternative the downgradient plume is expected to achieve groundwater SCGs over time following the source area treatment.

The next six "primary balancing criteria" are used to compare the positive and negative aspects of each of the remedial strategies.

3. Long-term Effectiveness and Permanence. This criterion evaluates the long-term effectiveness of the remedial alternatives after implementation. If wastes or treated residuals remain on-site after the selected remedy has been implemented, the following items are evaluated: 1) the magnitude of the remaining risks, 2)
the adequacy of the engineering and/or institutional controls intended to limit the risk, and 3) the reliability of
these controls.

Alternative 2 should address onsite groundwater contamination through ISCO, permanently destroying CVOCs
in groundwater. Alternative 3 should address groundwater contamination by removal of highly impacted
groundwater. Any remaining groundwater contamination above SCGs can be addressed through institutional
controls restricting the use of impacted groundwater.

4. Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility or Volume. Preference is given to alternatives that permanently and
significantly reduce the toxicity, mobility or volume of the wastes at the site.

Alternative 2 would directly address groundwater impacts through the in action of ISCO and reduce toxicity,
mobility and volume of contamination. Alternative 3 achieves significant groundwater contamination reduction
through the removal of groundwater.

5. Short-term Impacts and Effectiveness. The potential short-term adverse impacts of the remedial action upon
the community, the workers, and the environment during the construction and/or implementation are evaluated.
The length of time needed to achieve the remedial objectives is also estimated and compared against the other
alternatives.

The implementation of Alternatives 2 and 3 would require the installation of mechanical treatment equipment
and/or underground piping. In addition Alternative 2 requires the handling and injection of chemical oxidizers
into the subsurface. Alternatives 2 and 3 are expected to require approximately 1-2 years to achieve onsite
RAOs.

6. Implementability. The technical and administrative feasibility of implementing each alternative are
evaluated. Technical feasibility includes the difficulties associated with the construction of the remedy and the
ability to monitor its effectiveness. For administrative feasibility, the availability of the necessary personnel
and materials is evaluated along with potential difficulties in obtaining specific operating approvals, access for
construction, institutional controls, and so forth.

Each alternative is implementable, the technologies are readily available, and there are no administrative
complications anticipated. Of the active alternatives, Alternative 2 poses the fewest implementation challenges.
Both Alternatives 2 and 3 involve the installation of subsurface injection or extraction points (respectively) and
Alternative 3 has additional underground pipes with connections to surface equipment. Alternative 3 will be
difficult to implement requiring a permanent structure in the very restricted area.

7. Cost-Effectiveness. Capital costs and annual operation, maintenance, and monitoring costs are estimated for
each alternative and compared on a present worth basis. Although cost-effectiveness is the last balancing
criterion evaluated, where two or more alternatives have met the requirements of the other criteria, it can be
used as the basis for the final decision.

Alternative 2 has the lowest total cost of installation and operation. Alternative 3 requires the purchase,
installation and long-term operational costs (electricity, repair and maintenance) of mechanical treatment
equipment and underground piping. Alternative 2 provides a comparable level of protection at the lowest cost.

8. Land Use. When cleanup to pre-disposal conditions is determined to be infeasible, the Department may
consider the current, intended, and reasonable anticipated future land use of the site and its surroundings in the
selection of the soil remedy.

All alternatives will require an environmental easement to allow the use and development of the controlled property for restricted residential use as defined by Part 375-1.8(g) subject to local zoning laws and restricting future use of groundwater as a source of potable or process water without necessary water quality treatment as determined by the NYSDOH. The local area is serviced by municipal water and this restriction should have no impact on local activities. The duration of the use restriction will be determined through the common element of long-term groundwater monitoring.

The final criterion, Community Acceptance, is considered a "modifying criterion" and is taken into account after evaluating those above. It is evaluated after public comments on the Proposed Remedial Action Plan have been received.

9. **Community Acceptance.** Concerns of the community regarding the investigation, the evaluation of alternatives, and the PRAP were evaluated. The responsiveness summary describes public comments received and the manner in which the Department will address the concerns raised.

Alternative 2 is selected because, as described above, it satisfies the threshold criteria and provides the best balance of the balancing criterion.
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APPENDIX A

Responsiveness Summary
The Proposed Remedial Action Plan (PRAP) for the Midtown Shopping Center site was prepared by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (the Department) in consultation with the New York State Department of Health (NYSDOH) and was issued to the document repositories on February 24, 2016. The PRAP outlined the remedial measure proposed for the contaminated groundwater, soil and soil vapor at the Midtown Shopping Center site.

The release of the PRAP was announced by sending a notice to the public contact list, informing the public of the opportunity to comment on the proposed remedy.

A public meeting was held on March 15, 2016, which included a presentation of the Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study (RI/FS) for the Midtown Shopping Center as well as a discussion of the proposed remedy. The meeting provided an opportunity for citizens to discuss their concerns, ask questions and comment on the proposed remedy. These comments have become part of the Administrative Record for this site. The public comment period for the PRAP ended on March 24, 2016.

This responsiveness summary responds to all questions and comments raised during the public comment period. The following are the comments received, with the Department's responses:

COMMENT 1: Was fuel oil tank related to the Aroxy cleaners?

RESPONSE 1: It appears so. There was a large boiler in the back of the Aroxy space immediately adjacent to the location of the tank and a fuel fill and vent port were proximate to the tank and boiler room.

COMMENT 2: When was the tank discovered, do we know if it is empty, and could it be leaking?

RESPONSE 2: The tank was identified during the first phase of the Remedial Investigation by the geophysical survey (magnetic survey) conducted early in 2012. We have been unable to determine the contents of the tank because the fill and vent are offset against the building and are not directly above the tank. It is unlikely that the tank is leaking petroleum since the nearby monitoring wells showed no impact from petroleum/heating oil compounds.

COMMENT 3: How was the contamination at the site released?
RESPONSE 3: The most likely release process is that water and waste contaminated with dry cleaning chemical were dumped out the back door and entered the groundwater through drains in the pavement.

COMMENT 4: Should I be concerned about being exposed to site chemical in the restaurant?

RESPONSE 4: A sub-slab depressurization system (SSDS) was installed by a contractor for the shopping center owner in 2008. This system is designed to prevent vapors from entering the building, including the restaurant.

COMMENT 5: Should I be concerned about the public water supply being impacted by site contamination?

RESPONSE 5: The groundwater plume extends less than 700 feet to the west and about 400 feet to the south. The nearest municipal water source is about a mile from the site and public water supplies are routinely tested and must meet drinking water standards prior to distribution to consumers.

COMMENT 6: Should I be concerned about contaminant levels in my home?

RESPONSE 6: Indoor air samples results did not identify contaminants at levels of concern in the neighboring homes. Sub-slab depressurization systems were installed in homes based on the potential for sub-slab vapors to impact indoor air. Additional systems will be installed if monitoring indicates such a need.

COMMENT 7: I work for 40 hours a week in a building that has an SSDS, how do I know it is still working? Should I be concerned about exposure?

RESPONSE 7: Similar to the sample results noted in the neighboring homes (see comment # 6), contaminants at levels of concern were not identified in indoor air. If the system (fan) is operating the system is working to prevent the intrusion of vapors into the building. If you notice that the fan has stopped operating, please contact the DEC project manager right away. The site management plan (SMP) required under the remedy, will require periodic certification that the installed systems are operating as designed.

COMMENT 8: NYSDOH should give a thorough explanation of the potential site hazards.

RESPONSE 8: Contact with contaminated soil and groundwater is unlikely unless one digs below the ground surface. Remediation and a post-remediation site management plan will ensure that residual contamination is properly managed and if necessary, monitored. Inhalation of soil vapor originating from contaminated groundwater is the greater concern. Sub-slab depressurization systems have been installed in homes and businesses to prevent the indoor air quality from being affected by the of sub-slab building contamination. Additional monitoring will be conducted to determine if currently unimpacted homes and businesses may be impacted by remedial activities and
actions will be taken to address these potential impacts. Area groundwater is not used for consumption. The area is served by a public water supply not impacted by site contamination.

COMMENT 9: How soon will the remedy be implemented?

RESPONSE 9: The process of going from the remedy selection to the implementation of the remedy requires a series of specific steps taking significant time. First a referral is needed from the Department’s Office of General Council. They are required to first offer the identified potentially responsible parties (PRPs) the opportunity to implement the remedy. If the PRPs are unwilling or unable to implement the remedy then a referral to the State Superfund is made. At that point a detailed remedial design is produced after which construction of the remedy can begin. In the meantime, the systems which have been installed on and off the site are controlling potential exposures.

COMMENT 10: There was a vacuum truck or septic service truck seen in the alley recently near the location of the underground tank and manhole. Was it pumping something out of the manhole or the drywell?

RESPONSE 10: The Department is unaware of any activity involving the site and does not know what they might have been doing. If it was a sewer truck it could have been discharging its contents to the municipal sewer system through a manhole to the sanitary sewer. One of the other attendees at the meeting confirmed that this was a possibility. We will review this matter in consultation with the site owner.

COMMENT 11: When will the remedial activity start?

RESPONSE 11: Please see Response 9.

COMMENT 12: What are the potential long-term exposure effects?

RESPONSE 12: The majority of scientific studies related to long term exposure to PCE come from workplace settings. Unlike the Midtown Shopping Plaza site, these studies reference worker exposures to high air levels of PCE. The studies found workers exposed to high levels of PCE in air had reduced scores on neurobehavioral or color vision tests, increased levels of biochemical indicators of liver or kidney damage, reduced red blood cells, and blood and immune system effects. The effects were mild and required special tests to be detected. A few studies showed associations between workplace exposures and reproductive effects, but whether these effects were caused by PCE or some other factor (or factors) is unknown. PCE workplace exposure has been linked to bladder cancer, non-Hodgkin lymphoma and multiple myeloma. More limited studies suggest other types of cancer are associated with PCE exposure. Based on human studies and studies with laboratory animals, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) classifies PCE as “likely to be carcinogenic in humans by all routes of exposure.”
COMMENT 13: What is the effect on children living in homes with and without installed systems?

RESPONSE 13: Based on sample results (See comment #6) indoor levels of concern have not been identified in homes. The installation of SSDS will prevent contaminants existing beneath the homes from affecting indoor air quality for those homes that have elevated levels in the sub-slab environment.

COMMENT 14: Is there a risk from the discharge of site contamination to the air?

RESPONSE 14: During the remedial investigation outdoor air samples were collected and none of the chlorinated volatile organic compounds (CVOCs) found in groundwater and soil vapor were detected.

COMMENT 15: How high were the contaminant levels found in groundwater?

RESPONSE 15: The highest level of groundwater contamination was found in the monitoring well immediately behind the Aroxy facility. The level of tetrachloroethene (PCE) was 21,000 parts per billion (ppb), trichloroethene (TCE) was 6,700 ppb, and 1,2-cis-dichloroethene (DCE) was 14,000 ppb. Overall, PCE was found above the groundwater standard of 5 ppb in 25 of 41 samples, and TCE and DCE were above 5 ppb in 10 of 41 samples.

Sharon Mclelland submitted an email dated March 22, 2016 which included the following comments:

COMMENT 16: I am concerned that the only indoor air sample collected from the Midtown Plaza seems to be from the former dry cleaner and not from the other leasehold spaces that also overlie the groundwater plume. Has the CWI Midtown youth program (for developmentally disabled young adults, a sensitive population) been sampled for soil vapor intrusion (SVI) impacts to their indoor air? If not, are there plans in the immediate future to sample this location? If not, is it the State’s position that the indoor air at this location is not impacted from the site contamination?

RESPONSE 16: There was additional SVI sampling conducted in the shopping center in addition to the samples collected in the Aroxy unit and the two adjacent units. This sampling occurred further to the west, one between Aroxy and the CWI facility and the other in the next unit west of the CWI facility. The results from one of the locations indicated that no further action was required and the other results indicated the need for further monitoring. Therefore, additional monitoring will be conducted as part of the ongoing evaluation of the effectiveness of the selected remedy.

COMMENT 17: As the soil vapor plume mimics the groundwater plume, according to information provided in the RIR (a figure was not provided for the soil vapor plume itself), then has the investigation included SVI sampling at all leasehold spaces (in the connected plaza building) and structures (free standing) where the groundwater plume is identified?
RESPONSE 17: As indicated in Response 16 there was additional SVI sampling in the shopping center, though not all units were sampled. Offsite SVI sampling was also conducted based on the identified groundwater plume, and beyond, as well as considerations of site utilities and proximity to the source area. A plume map (Figure 16) was included in the RI report.

COMMENT 18: Was sub-slab soil vapor sample SS-3 from the “vacant” space (which is occupied—it is a gym), collected when the Aroxy sub-slab depressurization system (SSDS) was operating? The report says it began operation in 2009 and is operated continuously, but the SS samples were collected in April 2013. Please clarify if the SSDS had been shut down when the sub-slab soil vapor and indoor air samples were collected.

RESPONSE 18: The SSDS was in operation during the time the sub-slab and indoor air samples were collected.

COMMENT 19: The groundwater plume map shows contamination to be underneath the entire southern portion of the plaza buildings, but the (vacant) space next to Aroxy had only one sub-slab soil vapor sample collected, SS-3, in the northern portion of the building, which doesn’t correlate to where the contamination is identified – has another sample been collected over the plume or is this the only sample defining the vapor plume to the west of Aroxy in the plaza buildings?

RESPONSE 19: Please refer to Responses 16 and 17 for details.

COMMENT 20: The plaza building is not flat, but stepped to accommodate the steep topography of the plaza; footings exist between sections. Has any sub-slab vapor sampling been conducted in a lower section of the plaza from the Aroxy section, beyond the footings?

RESPONSE 20: Please refer to Responses 16 and 17.

COMMENT 21: There is no radius-of-influence information provided for the operating SSDS system to demonstrate that the mitigation system is being adequately protective for the plaza. Please provide a map that shows the effectiveness of the systems. The presence of footers may reduce the effectiveness into adjacent leasehold spaces. As the effectiveness information was not available at the time of publication of the RIR, is it available yet? Was the system upgraded since it was begun in 2009, or had the radius-of-influence not been evaluated prior to 2015/2016?

RESPONSE 21: While there was no specific “radius-of-influence” analysis conducted by the Department on the SSDS system in the plaza, sampling conducted and compared with earlier vapor and ambient air sampling results indicate that the system has been effective. The system has not been upgraded since its installation.

COMMENT 22: The NYSDOH Guidance for Evaluating Soil Vapor Intrusion in NYS (SVI Guidance) recommends as assessment of environmental factors (see Table 1.1) that affect SVI, including underground conduits. As there are sewer and other underground utility lines in a low
permeability environment, that run through the primary source area behind the Aroxy Cleaners (by AMW-1), was the subsurface utility pathway a consideration in selecting structures to be sampled for SVI? If the potential entry of vapors through the subsurface utility lines into leasehold properties had not been evaluated, will it be included in the upcoming months?

**RESPONSE 22:** Sampling points for both soil vapor and groundwater were collected along the identified utilities at and around the plaza. Results of this sampling were taken into consideration and utilized, in addition to other factors, in selecting locations for SVI investigations, both onsite and offsite. The influence of subsurface utilities on contaminant migration was evaluated during the Remedial Investigation.

**COMMENT 23:** Were SVI samples collected prior to August 2015 re-evaluated with the change in air guidelines for TCE, and for PCE (for samples collected prior to September 2013)?

**RESPONSE 23:** SVI results were compared to the current air guidelines.

**COMMENT 24:** What kind of outreach has been provided to the people who live/work in the structures that overlie the groundwater/soil vapor plume about potential exposures to contamination?

**RESPONSE 24:** Prior to the start of the Remedial Investigation (RI) and again at the time of the release of the Proposed Remedial Action Plan (PRAP) mailings and emails were sent to the facilities occupying units in the shopping center as well as individuals and businesses in the surrounding area (the site contact list). In addition, during the investigation, face-to-face contact was made as part of accessing structures for SVI sampling. Questions were answered on a one to one basis at that time.

**COMMENT 25:** I recommend that a deep bedrock well at AMW-1 be installed (via telescoping) to vertically define the plume and see if bedrock is impacted by the contamination. Boring logs show that some wells did breach through the clay into the underlying glacial till or to the rock surface. Also, the bedrock is shallow in this area and is thus close to the >32 ppm plume hot spot at AMW-1. The deeper well AMW-1D is not located downgradient of AMW-1 and is not adequate to vertically define the hot spot. I hope this can be included in the remedial design phase.

**RESPONSE 25:** There are provisions for additional sampling points to be installed if determined necessary during the remedial design phase. One well installed beneath the Aroxy Cleaners did reach the transition between the clay layer and the glacial till but it is located upgradient of the identified source area and showed low levels of groundwater contamination. The depth to bedrock in the source area is projected to be approximately 40 feet below ground surface. While AMW-1D is not in a directly downgradient position from the AMW-1 source area, it is close to the source and only slightly side gradient to the flow direction. If there were impacts to the deep aquifer we would expect to have detected at least moderate levels of contamination in this well. Results of groundwater sampling were non-detect for all parameters.
COMMENT 26: I also recommend a sentinel well be installed between the site and the City of South Glens Falls well field to the south. The groundwater plume has not been horizontally defined, based on the RIR information. I hope this can be included in the remedial design phase as well.

RESPONSE 26: While the level of contamination at the southernmost well is not non-detect the trend from the source is of decreasing levels of contamination. As part of the remedy there will be continued evaluation of the levels of groundwater contamination.

Sharon Mclelland submitted an email dated March 23, 2016 which included the following comments:

COMMENT 27: Table 3c of the Feb 2016 RIR does provide some additional indoor air and subslab vapor samples from the Plaza, but the locations are not provided on a map. Based on the sample WW, I suspect this refers to a now-vacant leasehold space which is west of the CWI Midtown Plaza program space. This WW subslab sample soil vapor detected an elevated amount of PCE (690 micrograms per cubic meter). This level supports that the vapor plume would be found under the CWI Midtown Plaza leasehold space, which is an occupied space, and thus may have current exposures to the sensitive populations that occupy that space. I am requesting that this unit in particular be evaluated for soil vapor intrusion impacts as an assessment of public health exposures to a sensitive population that may be impacted by the Aroxy Cleaner site contamination. If the CWI space has been sampled, the type of DOH-recommended action should be clear, based on the NYSDOH Matrices (SVI Guidance, Matrix 2).

RESPONSE 27: As indicated in Response 16, additional monitoring will be conducted to assess the effectiveness of the remedy. Also, SVI sampling will be conducted at locations where the initial SVI results called for continued monitoring.

COMMENT 28: Has any mitigation action been taken at the plaza location where sample WW-SS 032113 was collected? As the matrices’ action calls for monitor/mitigate, what actions have been conducted in this space since March 2013?

RESPONSE 28: Monitoring of this location will be done as part of the selected remedy.

COMMENT 29: Also, I wish to correct some errors in my 3-22-16 email: Figure 16 does show the soil vapor plume, and the earlier subslab soil vapor samples at “the site” were collected on 4/13/2012 not April 2013 as I wrote. I am still interested in knowing if the these samples were collected with the SSDS operating, as they seem to be significantly lower than the soil vapor samples collected elsewhere.

RESPONSE 29: Thank you for the clarifications to your earlier comments. As stated in Response 18, the SSDS was operating when these samples were collected.
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